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1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to prove two theorems about periodic
solutions of parabolic equations which are suggested by considerations drawn from
thermodynamics and, in particular, by two papers of Clausius. (These papers are
readily accessible as items 7 and 8 in the collection [1], edited by Kestin. For the
history of thermodynamics up to 1854 see Truesdell [2], and for comments on the
interpretations to be assigned to certain verbal statements of a second law see Serrin
[3] and Day [4, 5].)

We are concerned with solutions u(x, t) of the parabolic equation

(a(x)ux)x = b{x)ut (0 < x < 1, -oo < t < +oo) (1.1)

which satisfy boundary conditions of the form

u(0, t) — u(l, t) = r(t) (-00 < t <+oo). (1.2)

Both u and t are understood to be periodic, with period p , in their dependence
upon t, i.e., w(x, t + p) = u(x, t) and x{t + p) = t(t), and it is assumed that the
coefficients a and b are positive on [0, 1] and that a e C1 , b € C° , and t e C3.

The unique periodic u corresponding to a given periodic r, with Fourier expan-
sion

t(0 V? / 2nint\
j— rv~i ^ '

can be constructed as the sum
+ 00

, ^ rr . . (2nint\
u(x, t) = }_^cnUn(x)e\p —-—

— OO V P )
in which the complex-valued U are the solutions of the boundary value problems

(a(x)U'J = ^-b(x)Un, Un(0) = Un(\) = 1.

(The primes denote derivatives with respect to x .)
We may think of u as the temperature in a rigid slab whose faces x = 0 and

x = 1 are in contact with a heat reservoir, and which performs cycles of period
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p . The reservoir temperature t varies periodically with the time t but is spatially
homogeneous at each instant. If, as we suppose in this section and the next, u and
r are measured on an absolute scale then each will be positive. The coefficients a
and b are, respectively, the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity of the slab.

The rate at which the slab loses heat to the reservoir by conduction across the face
x = 0 is a(0)ux(0, t) and the rate at which the slab gains heat from the reservoir
by conduction across the face x = 1 is a(\)ux{ \, t). The difference

Q(t) = a(l)ux(l,t)-a(0)ux(0,t) (1.3)

is thus the net rate-of-heating of the slab.
If r is nonconstant, the cycles performed by the slab are irreversible, and thermo-

dynamic arguments suggest that the strict inequality
" 0

~dt< 0 (1.4)
T

ought to be valid. On the other hand, if x varies sufficiently slowly, the cycles are
nearly reversible and the equation

cp n
-dt = 0 (1.5)
T

fJ 0

Jo

Q M , A f" (Q\ dt = 0 (L6)

ought to be approximately true.
These conclusions are due to Clausius and we shall refer to (1.4) as the Clausius

inequality, it should be noted, though, that our notation differs from that of Clausius,
who did not make explicit the presence of the time as an independent variable.

We shall verify, to begin with, that the inequality (1.4) holds and that (1.5) holds
approximately if t varies sufficiently slowly. We shall go on to show—and this is the
main conclusion of Theorem 1—that, to a more accurate approximation, an equation

re-t+Af""1
Jo T Jo

holds, where A is a positive constant depending only upon the coefficients a and
b. This last conclusion appears to be new. It would be of considerable interest to
ascertain whether such strengthened versions of the Clausius inequality hold within
theories which permit the slab to deform.

The slab absorbs heat from the reservoir at any instant t at which Q(t) > 0, and
it emits heat to the reservoir at any instant t at which Q(t) < 0; thus the maximum
temperature at which heat is absorbed is

7"+= sup{r(/): - oo < / < +oo and Q(t) > 0}, (1.7)

and the minimum temperature at which heat is emitted is

T =inf{t(/): - oo < / < +oc and Q{t) < 0}. (1.8)

In the present context it can be shown (see the proof of Theorem 2) that the
integral

r Qdt = 0, (1.9)
/Jo
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and it is a simple matter to deduce from (1.9) and (1.4) that

T+>T~. (1.10)

This last inequality tells us that it is not possible for there to be a temperature TQ
such that r(t) < T0 for every t for which Q(t) > 0, and r(t) > T0 for every t for
which Q(t) < 0. Thus, in cyclic processes, it is not possible for the slab to absorb
heat and then emit it at higher temperatures.

Such a conclusion would seem to be in line with Clausius' statement of a second
law which says that "it is impossible to devise an engine which, working in a cycle,
shall produce no effect other than the transfer of heat from a colder to a hotter body."

Our Theorem 2 improves upon (1.10) by providing a quantitative lower bound, in
terms of the reservoir temperature r, on the separation between T+ and T~ . Once
again it would be of interest to ascertain whether such a conclusion can be extended
to theories which permit the slab to deform.

2. The Clausius inequality and slowly-varying solutions. In what follows it is con-
venient to introduce a small positive parameter e which measures the slowness
with which the reservoir temperature varies over a long period. More exactly, we
shall say that t is slowly-varying if there are positive constants m, m0, M, Mk
(k = 0, 1,2,3), independent of e, such that

m0e < p < MQe , m<x<M,

:{k)\<Mkek {k= 1,2,3),
(2.1)

where x k] is the derivative of order k with respect to /. It should be noted that
this definition forces t to be positive and bounded away from zero.

The conditions (2.1) are met if, for example,

T(t) — XQ(et) (-00 < t < +oo),

where tq is C3, positive, and periodic, with period p0 say, and is independent of
e ; in this case t has periodic p = p0e~' .

We use the notation a = 0(en) to mean that there is a positive constant p.,
depending only on the coefficients a and b and the constants m, m0, M, Mk
(k = 0, 1,2,3), such that |a| < pe" for all sufficiently small values of the parameter
£ .

We introduce the positive constant

//H \2
(2.2)

v being the solution of the boundary value problem

(av')' = -b, v (0) = i>(l) = 0, (2.3)

and turn to our first theorem.
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Theorem 1. The Clausius inequality holds whenever u and i are positive and t is
nonconstant. If t is slowly-varying then the order relation

" 0
^dt = 0(e) (2.4)

holds, and so does the more accurate order relation

<2-5)

The proof of the Clausius inequality is straightforward. For, if u is positive,
equation (1.1) tells us that

/aur\ aui bu,aux\ aux out
U ) X 772 uu

Thus, if we integrate with respect to x, and note that, as (1.2) and (1.3) imply,

- a{ 1)m (1, t) a(0)ux(0, t) Q[ (^) dx =
Jo K u ' x'0

we deduce that
-1 21 nn

u(\ , t) u(0, t) T

Q f aK j dr.,—h / —~ dx — —r I b log u dx.
T Jo u dtj o

A further integration with respect to t and an appeal to periodicity now yield the
equation

f'Odl+ f'f ^^ = 0Jo T Jo Jo u (2.6)

and so the inequality
CP QJJo

dt < 0t
must hold. To see that, as (1.4) asserts, the integral must actually be negative, sup-
pose, to the contrary, that the integral were to vanish. According to (2.6) this can
happen only if ux = 0 throughout the strip [0, 1] x (—oo, +oo) and so, as the
boundary conditions (1.2) imply, only if i/st throughout the strip. The differen-
tial equation (1.1) would then lead us to conclude that r is constant; thus the strict
inequality (1.4) must hold whenever z is nonconstant.

In order to verify the order relations (2.4) and (2.5) we start by defining a function
w by way of the equation

u(x, t) = t(t) - v{x)x(l)(/) + w(x, t). (2.7)

This definition forces w to be periodic in t; moreover, it follows from (1.1), (1.2),
(2.3), and (2.7), that w must satisfy the equation

(awx)x — bxvt - bvz{2) (2.8)

and the boundary conditions

w(0, t) = w(\, t) = 0 (—oo < t < -f-oo). (2.9)
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According to (1.3) and (1.1), the net rate-of-heating

Q— (aux)xdx= / butdx,
Jo Jo

and if we substitute for u from (2.7) we see that

(2.10)

where

Hence
Q
T

Q =(//<*) -(/'*><*)

q = bwt dx.
Jo

(/„'b dx) Slog T ~ (/„' *""*) 4"+ ?

t(2) + q , (2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

and, on integrating with respect to t and invoking the periodicity of r , we see that
CP Q

where

a

f — dt = a, (2.14)
Jo T

=-{Ovdx)C-r'"+C^-
If we now appeal to the restrictions (2.1), which define what it means for t to be
slowly-varying, we see that

M < 0(e) + 0(1) J* \q\dt < 0(e) + 0(1) (p J* q dt^j '
/ rp \ 1/2

= 0(e) + 0(e~'/2) q2 dtj . (2.15)

At a later stage we shall show that
rP
f q2 dt = 0(e5), (2.16)

Jo
and it will then follow immediately from (2.15) and (2.16) that a = 0(e). A glance
at (2.14) now shows us that the order relation (2.4) is correct.

On the other hand, if the constant A is defined as in equation (2.2) then, after a
little calculation, we find that (2.13) implies the equation

7 + /,(?) " {l!bdx) 3logI-(/„'i""fc) ?'oet

f' /■' /V \2 f t(2)\2-2 A J bdx ■ J bv dx • j f A [J bv dx \ I — 1

+ (l+2Aj\dx-^--2A +
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Thus, by virtue of periodicity,

i2A1)

where

fi= - 2 A
rl r] r t(1)t(2) ( (x \ rp(x(2)\J bdx • J bv dx ■ J  j— dt + A f J bv dx \ J [ — j dt

+ jT ( 1 + 2.4 £ bdx • ̂  " 2.4^' bv dx ■ dt + A (f )2 dt.

On using the restrictions (2.1) to estimate the right-hand side we see that

\P\ < 0(e2) + 0(e3) + 0(1) [ \q\dt + 0(l) f q2 dt
Jo Jo

< 0(e2) + 0(1) (^p J q2 dt^J + 0(1) J q2 dt

fo ' +<9(1) Jo q2dt'= 0{e2) + 0(e 1/2)

Thus, once the order relation (2.16) has been established we shall be able to conclude
that P = 0(e2) and then the order relation (2.5) will follow immediately from (2.17).

To prove (2.16) let A be the least eigenvalue, and let ^ be a corresponding eigen-
function, for the Sturm-Liouville problem

(a(x)i//')' = —kb(x)\//, ^(0) = y(l) = 0. (2.18)
As is well known, X is positive and \j/ has no zero in the open interval (0, 1); thus
we may suppose \f/ to be positive in (0, 1).

Next, we multiply equation (2.8) through by w , integrate by parts, and appeal to
the boundary conditions (2.9), to find that

•i t w ri ... rif 2 J 1 d f u 2 J (2) f/ aw^dx + --r bw dx = rJo x 2 dt J0 Jo bvw dx.

Thus if we integrate with respect to t, and remember that w is periodic, we have
-1 . rP rl

r [ aw2x dxdt = r [
Jo Jo Jo Jo

bvwc^ dx dt. (2.19)
'0 Jo " Jo Jo

On estimating the right-hand side with the aid of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we
see that

( ( f bvwr^ dx dt\ < [ bv2 dx ■ f |r(2)|2^- [ [ bw2 dxdt. (2.20)
\J 0 Jo J Jo Jo Jo Jo

On the other hand, the boundary conditions (2.9) and the variational characterization
of the eigenvalue X ensure that

X / bw'dx < / aw'dx,
Jo Jo (2.21;
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and when we combine (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21), we see that

f /' bw2dxdt< ~ f bv2dx- ["\x{2)\2 dt.Jo Jo ~ A2 Jo Jo
Likewise, if we differentiate (2.8) and (2.9) with respect to t and repeat this argu-
ment, but with w replaced by wt and x replaced by t(I) , we conclude that

J J bw2 dx dt < 4^ J bv2 dx J |t(3)|2dt = 0(e5).
Hence

[ q dt = [ ( [ bwtdx\ dt < f bdx [ [ bw2 dx dt — 0{e5),
Jo Jo \J0 J Jo Jo Jo

which is (2.16), and so the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

3. An estimate for T+ - T . Our second theorem provides an estimate upon
T+ - T~ in terms of the reservoir temperature i and the properties of the slab; the
estimate improves upon (1.10). It is no longer necessary to suppose u and t to be
positive and x need not be slowly-varying.

In what follows the mean reservoir temperature is

- 1 f jx = - / xdt,

2 .and the L -norm of a function /, of period p , is

2 ^2dt

Theorem 2. There is a positive constant B, depending only upon the period p and
the coefficients a and b, such that

  2
T+-T~ (3.1)

I *
whenever x is nonconstant.

What we shall show is that (3.1) holds with

2X (fo bydx)
B=  TT--T i ^ . (3.2)

1 + fo bdx f0 by dx

where, as in Sec. 2, X is the least eigenvalue of the Sturm-Liouville problem (2.18),
and y is a corresponding eigenfunction.

The first step in the proof is to verify that equation (1.9) is valid in the present
circumstances. This is straightforward, since definition (1.3) and the differential
equation (1.1) imply that the net rate-of-heating

Q = [ {au)Ydx= [ bu,dx = ^r [ budx.
Jo Jo dt Jo
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Thus periodicity implies, as required, that Qdt = 0 .
Next, we multiply both sides of the differential equation (1.1) by u and then

rearrange to arrive at the equation

(uaux)x = au~x + buut.

On integrating with respect to x, and noting that, as (1.3) and the boundary condi-
tions (1.2) tell us,

f (uaux)xdx = u( 1, t)a(l)u (1, t) - u(0, t)a(0)ux(0, t) = tQ,
Jo

we see that
-1 i A r\

tQ = [ auYdx + [ bu dx.
Jo 2dt Jo

By means of an integration with respect to t, and a further appeal to periodicity, we
obtain the equation

J xQdt - J j au\dxdt. (3.3)
We now appeal to (1.9) and the definitions (1.7) and (1.8) and argue that

xQdt=l- r(\Q\ + Q)dt-l-J* t(\Q\ - Q) dt

<\t+ J\\Q\ + Q)dt-l-T~ J\\Q\ - Q) dt
i [" \ Q\dt. (3.4)
J o

1 + - f= —(T — T * '
/o

On invoking the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the form
1/2

j*\Q\dt<(pf^Q2dt^ = p\\Q\\,
we deduce from (3.3) and (3.4) that

au2xdxdt j HQII. (3.5)

If we can prove the estimates

11(211 < [ bdx||T(1)||, (3.6)
Jo

p /•' 9 A.fiJo Jo

(fo bVd*)
2

au2 dxdt > L.V / ||T-T||2, (3.7)
, + iiL Sobrdx

then (3.1) will follow from (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7).
In order to verify (3.6) let

rP
I(x) — [ [u(x, t)f dt.

Jo
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Then

/ fp1=2 uu dt,
Jo

rP rP
(al')' = 2 (uaux)x dt = 2 (au~x + u(au ) ) dt,

Jo Jo
and if we appeal to the differential equation (1.1) and to the periodicity of u we see
that

rP rP rP rP
(al')' = 2 / (au2x + buut) dt = 2a / u2xdt + b (u2)tdt = 2a / uxdt.

Jo ' Jo Jo Jo
Thus / satisfies the differential inequality {al')' > 0, and, since the boundary con-
ditions (1.2) imply that

7(0) = 7(1)= fx2dt,
Jo

a standard argument assures us that

/(x) < r
JO

t2 dt (0<JC< 1),

i.e.,

f [u(x, t)]" dt < [ x2 dt (0 < x < 1).
Jo Jo

Furthermore, if we differentiate both sides of the equation (1.1) with respect to t
and repeat this argument, but with u replaced by u( and r replaced by t(1) , we
deduce the inequality

rP rP
/ [u (x, t)f dt < / [t ({)f dt (0<x<l).

Jo Jo
Thus, if we recall that

Q= bu.dx
Jo

and invoke the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality again we deduce that

Q2 < [ bdx [ bu2 dx
Jo Jo '

and, therefore, that

||<2||2 = ̂  J Q2 dt < J bdx-^ J J bu2 dx dt

= l!bdx-l!i\Ur^)dx
< J!bdx)

2
iiJ2)m2

which proves (3.6).
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In order to prove (3.7) we put

u(x, t) = <f>(x, t) + t(/) . (3.8)

Then we see from (1.1) and (1.2) that 4> must satisfy the differential equation

(■a(x)(t>x)x = b(x)<f>t + b{x)Til](t) (3.9)

and the homogeneous boundary conditions

0(0, t) = 0(1, t) = 0 (—oo < / < +oo). (3.10)

It is a consequence of (3.10) and of the variational characterization of the eigen-
value X that

X / b<j)2 dx< cup2x dx = au2. dx.
Jo Jo Jo (3.11)

Next, we use the identity

{Va<t>x - <t>av')x = V(a(t>x)x ~ <t>(av's'

together with (2.18) and (3.9), and deduce that

{ya<px - <t>aij/')x = b(j)t + Z>r(1 V + Ab<f>i//.
Thus, on integrating with respect to x we see that

0= f b<j>lyjdx + t(I) f bij/dx + X [ bcfiiy dx. (3.12)
Jo Jo Jo

At this stage it is convenient to introduce a function a by requiring that
rP

t7(l) = i-T, / a dt = 0. (3.13)
Jo

These conditions determine a uniquely and ensure that a is periodic. By virtue of
Wirtinger's inequality [6, Theorem 258]

ylMI<lk(1)||. (3.14)

On multiplying both sides of equation (3.12) by o and noting that r'1' = o[2), we
see that

0 = o / b(j>ty/ dx + <7t7(2) / bij/dx + Xa b(j>y/dx
Jo Jo Jo

= ~r o j b(j>*i/dx + oo{l) [ by dx
dt [ Jo Jo

+ (Act - o-(1)) [ b(f>yy dx - [ct(1)]2 [ by/dx.
Jo Jo

Thus, if we integrate with respect to t and invoke periodicity we see that
rP rx

f by/dx [ [ct(I1] dt — [ f (Xa - a{l))b<py/
Jo Jo Jo Jo

dx dt,
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and, on dividing through by p, squaring both sides, and using the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality again, we have

( f bij/dx\ ||<7(1'||4 < [ by/2dx-~ [ (Act - a^)1 dt • f [ b<j)2dxdt. (3.15)
\J0 J Jo P Jo Jo Jo

According to the inequality (3.11)

- f [ b<f>2 dx dt < f [ au dxdt (3.16)
P Jo Jo ~ XP Jo Jo

and, according to (3.14),

- [ (Act - ct(1^)2 dt = — [ (A2ct2 - 2Actct(1) + [ct(1)]2
P Jo P Jo

= A2||ct||2 + ||ct<Y

< fl + lk(,)H2- (3.17)
An

(1) 2On combining (3.15) with (3.16) and (3.17), and cancelling a factor ||ct || , we see
that

({ bvdx) lk"¥ £ /„'by/2'* (' +1?) ' TP [[ '

Since ct(I) = r - r this proves (3.7) and so the poof of Theorem 2 is complete.
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